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1. Executive summary 
This document updates the specifications and interfaces of WP4 with WP1 and WP3.  

For the mapping of the new experimental protocols of WP1, a so-called smart cabinet device has been 

defined in section 2. The smart cabinet overcomes the limitations of the previously suggested smart box in 

the implementation of Proactive Sequential Action Selection (PSAS) based on a nested choice decision tree 

where each choice opens up multiple other options to be chosen from. 

For the communication between WP3 and WP4 the Smart House Living Lab Gateway has been 

implemented. It is the single access point of the Smart House Living lab and it is based on the service 

specification described in the deliverable 4.1 including the devices described in deliverable 4.2. 

Furthermore, it standardizes the authorization and authentication mechanisms with Json Web Tokens as 

well as it provides standard access to the devices of the Smart House Living Lab through the JSON-LD and 

Web of Things W3C standards. The smart cabinet of the section 1 will be included and accessible only 

through the Smart House Living Lab Gateway. 

 

  



2. Smart cabinet 

2.1. Incorporating a novel, foreign, application specific design as a new IoT device into the 

smart home environment 

A benefit of utilizing industry standards and simple to use protocols is that we can incorporate new designs 

into the current existing system with ease. One such benefit this provides to the Plan4Act project is 

allowing prototype data collection tools and methods to simultaneously be effective in non-human primate 

data collection as well as for human behavioral data collection. This unique opportunity allows us to collect 

the exact same data from humans as well as from monkeys by incorporating design elements into the work 

flow. One such example of this application-specific implementation is the Smart Cabinet concept. This is a 

device under design and construction in WP1 that overcomes the limitation of the Smart Box of the 

deliverable 4.1. However, simultaneously, WP4 will begin implementing the exact same device and it's 

concepts within the WP1 work flow. This device will act as an electronic appliance, connecting to the smart 

home gateway and communicating over the standard IoT protocols as implemented into the smart home. 

This device will be a new “Thing” in the living lab, allowing remote control as well as feedback, which will be 

directly tied to the device in WP1. The ultimate goal being, that WP1 will be able to directly communicate 

(over http REST requests) with the Smart Cabinet in the smart home, allowing a non-human primate direct 

control to an appliance in the smart home. This will be an application and demonstration of the work done 

closely together between WP1 and WP4 toward the goals of the Plan4Act project. 

2.2. Mapping of the experimental protocol: From B-PRIME to the Smart cabinet  

The objective is to build a human usable actuated device (Smart Cabinet) which allows the extrapolation of 

monkey actions executed in B-Prime device (DPZ-Germany) into the Smart House Living Lab (Madrid- 

Spain), establishing a connection between them.  

The B-PRIME device will allow primate interaction in varying methodologies, while featuring behavioral 

data collection with an array of embedded sensors. It can help mimic certain primate behavior in physical 

space. This device will be placed within the smart cage environment as a potential interaction option for 

the primate (among the current touch targets). The idea is to implement the Proactive Sequential Action 

Selection (PSAS) task into three-dimensional, physical space. This device would allow the collection of 

physical movement data instead of data of the animal simply interacting with a touch screen. The study 

implements a nested choice decision tree where each choice opens up multiple other options to be chosen 

from.  

The corresponding Smart Cabinet will allow as many functions as there are possible sequences of actions 

existing in the B-Prime design, creating a direct link between monkey experiment and the Smart House 

facilities. This overcomes the limitations of the smart box device implemented in deliverable 4.1 that was 

focused on different ergonomics that could be performed on an on/off device and did not allow nested 

choice decision tree where each choice has multiple branches. 

In the B-PRIME device, one physical action choice is required to make an exclusive subset of physical 

options available, and another physical action choice to make another subset of exclusive options available. 

This was implemented by physical rotation of a barrel. The various choices are implemented on the sides of 

the barrel but are inaccessible to the user. Once the user turns the barrel in one direction (or the other) 

then only that specific subset of options corresponding to that turning-direction are available to the user. 



The available choice tree is shown in Figure 1. 

In the monkey experiment, the individual is required to choose a direction to rotate the barrel with the 

premise that the experiment cannot go back to the decision point until the sequence is finished. This way, 

the initial choice will lock 2 of the 4 food wells, forbidding access to the other 2. 

 

There are several everyday tasks that are suitable for extrapolating the action sequence branching 

performed in these experiments, but the simplest one is the actual selection of items from a cooking 

cabinet. This is why a Smart Cabinet, which allows the choice of different items to the user based on 

proactive action decision, is our choice to demonstrate a direct link and straightforward implementation of 

a proactive brain machine interface to assist impaired (or not) users in their everyday tasks. 

2.3. Functional and technical requirements of the Smart cabinet 

Earlier attempts to link the activities monkeys perform during the experiments with Smart House devices 

for human use were not satisfactory. The Smart Box proposed in deliverable 4.1 may have been an 

interesting input for monkey experiments from a scientific point of view, but its design was a constraint for 

the experiment (as monkey training time to use it was too long). Besides, there was no resemblance to any 

Figure 1: Monkey experiment scheme 

Figure 2: B-PRIME device assembly details 



usual object or device usually found at home (as the original idea was to allocate one Smart Box at monkey 

cage and another at the Smart House). 

Clearly, it is desirable to create an object that can be harmoniously inserted into the Smart House, which 

must be designed to be used by human beings. From this perspective, the nested choice paradigm that 

rules B-PRIME can be matched with an interactive condiment dispenser that keeps in different 

compartment a variety of spices, sauces and dressings.  

The Smart Cabinet ought to perform the same sequences of actions as the current B-PRIME device offers, 

as well as keeping the possibility to expand its range of functions in order to keep up with its future 

variations. Considering that B-PRIME (Figure 2) can measure and react to its outer barrel rotation speed and 

its final position, the Smart Cabinet will need the possibility to scale up the number intermediate options to 

choose from and, consequently, add the number of compartments to comply with the decision tree. The 

design should be modular and scalable in structure and control software enabling the easy addition of new 

compartments, including its manual actuators and status sensors. 

Hardware should count on extra I/O ports to assure the insertion of fully functional compartments and the 

possibility to connect via WIFI, enabling HTTP communication with the Living Lab Gateway through which 

B-PRIME will send the commands. 

The Smart Cabinet should also have the possibility to function as a manual device whenever is not 

connected to B-PRIME so those who are not in need to operate it through remote control (such as BMIs) 

can operate it manually and through simple interfaces like buttons. 

2.4. Design of the Smart cabinet 

A way of explaining why a Smart House device is a plausible example of a useful implementation of this 

technology, is to create a new device in order to show how actions that take place during the experiment 

are linked to everyday home devices functions. 

This IoT device will be integrated to the Smart House environment and on real time communication with B-

PRIME, emulating its functions and reproducing them into a Smart Cabinet, which is a cooking condiment 

handler device. The Smart Cabinet will also count on a manual operation mode that will allow users to 

access its functions whenever it is not connected to a BMI. 

Basically, this device will dispense different condiments (spices, oil, vinegar, mayonnaise, etc.) grouped in 2 

categories (solid and fluid), which will be contained in different compartments, all of them accessible 

through a door. Internal compartments are presented in pairs to the user whenever he chooses from 2 

different categories of condiments (fluid or solid), emulating the first required choice in the B-PRIME 

experiment. This choice will bring 2 compartments to a front window through which user can reach them 

according to his/her desired item. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the Smart Cabinet from the outside. 



 

Figure 3. Smart Cabinet access window 

One of the feedback signals that the device will collect is the rotation direction. This rotation information is 
processed by the controller, which will command the actuator (servomotor) and free the corresponding 
compartments to the user. These compartments have automatic doors to give access to their content and 
are also equipped with infrared sensors to detect whether the content has been collected or not. Once the 
content has been collected the device then resets and returns to its original position. Two LCD screens will 
help setting different condiments to store in the cabinet and (most importantly) will be used to instruct 
users indicating, which button to push to access the desired content. 
This device will run in different modes: 1. Manual mode; 2. Remote control mode; 3. Feeding mode; and 4. 

Experimental variations mode. 

In Manual Mode and Feeding mode the device can be controlled through physical interfaces (buttons), 

which allow the user to make the choices by pushing them (fluid or solid condiment and upper or lower 

compartment).  

In Remote Control Mode the Smart Cabinet turns into a slave device controlled by B-PRIME device via 

HTTP. 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the design of the Smart Cabinet physical interfaces, in which the LCD screens, 

buttons and compartments are designed. 



 

Figure 4. Smart Cabinet interfaces 

 

Figure 5. Smart Cabinet Initial position 

 

Figure 6. Smart Cabinet compartments 

 

Lastly, in Experimental variations mode (Gaming mode) the cabinet will be set with different distractive 

inputs. The idea is that the Smart Cabinet will instruct users which button to push in order to get the 



desired item. Such instructions will be available on the LCD screens on the sides of the door. Eventually 

they change positions (from one end of the LCD to the other) at the beginning of the trial or during it. 

Additionally, buttons will be equipped with LED lights inside of them in order to also instruct user whenever 

the buttons are ready to be pushed.  

The overall idea of this last mode is to enable the Smart environment to extract behavioral data from 

potential users in order to analyze their responsiveness when a change in the usual sequence is presented, 

leading to the possibility to test multiple parameters (such as reaction time and movement time across 

different stages) related to cognitive health and motor skills. 

2.4 From Smart Box to Smart Cabinet 

In previous deliverables, we had designed and planned a “Smart Box” device which would behave as an 

interaction tool for the non-human primates. This Smart Box device progressed into the new Smart Cabinet 

device by means of collaboration and information exchange with WP1. The goal of the Smart Box concept 

was always to provide an actuated method of interaction for non-human primates, which would be 

recreated in the Smart Home environment. As WP1 began its designs of a monkey compatible device, these 

designs were shared and reworked to become the new Smart Cabinet device. Therefore, our close 

collaboration with WP1, brought the goals of the Plan4Act project closer by expanding and changing our 

smart box design into  the more useful (from the project’s perspective) smart cabinet. 

 

  



3. Implementation of the communication interfaces with Smart House  

3.1. Smart House Living Lab gateway 

Neither the smart cabinet and nor any of the other devices of the Smart House Living lab are directly 

accessible from outside the Living Lab.  The requests for read and/or write a state of a device in the Smart 

House are managed by the Living Lab gateway. As described in the figure 7, the Living Lab gateway provides 

access to the devices of the private network of the Smart House Living Lab for the rest of the world. The 

smart cabinet controlled by the monkeys in WP1 will be able the control its replica in the Smart House 

Living Lab through the gateway and also the network controller of WP3 will need to ask to the gateway in 

order to turn on a light, open a door or perform any other action in the Smart House.  

 

Figure 7: Living Lab Gateway 

The living lab gateway acts also as a firewall, it manages authentication of the clients and authorizes them 

on the actions they can perform in the lab. Furthermore, it overcomes the problem of technology 

fragmentation of the lab (KNX, Bluetooth, HTTP, etc.) improving the interoperability provided by 

universAAL (described in D4.1) with the application of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards, 

JSON-LD and Web Of Things (WoT)[Annex A]. 

3.2. Authentication and Authorization flow with Living Lab gateway 

Within the Smart House Living Lab, the access to the devices needs authorization. The authorization 

mechanism is described in the living lab descriptor of the overall gateway of the Living Lab (figure 8) in Web 

of Thing format.  

The authentication process is described in figure 9. It starts by calling the login action that will provide to 

the client the JWT token1 requested for the JWT/Bearer security authorization schema2. The login action 

                                                           
1 Json Web Token, https://jwt.io/introduction/ , Last access Dec. 2018. 
2 Web Of Thing – Bearer Security Scheme, https://w3c.github.io/wot-thing-description/#bearersecurityscheme , Last 
access Dec. 2018. 
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has to be performed with an HTTP POST request providing a username and a password in a JSON format at 

the URL https://<base_living_lab_url>/auth/ . 

Request: 

GET / HTTP/1.1  

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

 

Response: 

{ 

  "@context": ["http://iot.schema.org”], 

  "@type": ["Thing”], 

  "name": "Smart Home Living Lab", 

  "properties": { 

    "devices": { 

      "type": "Thing", 

      "forms": [ 

        { 

          "http:methodName": "GET", 

          "href": "/things" 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  }, 

  "actions": { 

    "login": { 

      "output": { 

        "type": "object", 

        "properties": { 

          "JWT": { 

            "type": "string" 

          }, 

          "code": { 

            "type": "string" 

          } 

        }, 

      "input": { 

        "type": "object", 

        "properties": { 

          "username": { 

            "type": "string" 

          }, 

          "password": { 

            "type": "string" 

          } 

        } 

      }, 

      "forms": [ 

        { 

          "href": "/auth", 

          "http:methodName": "POST", 

          "contentType": "application/json" 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  }, 

  "security": [ 

    { 

      "authorizationUrl": "/auth", 

      "scheme": "bearer", 

      "format": "JWT" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

Figure 8: Living Lab descriptor 

 



In figure 9 we describe the sequential diagram that Alice has to follow in order to access to the overall list 

of devices of the Living Lab or for interacting with each one of them. 

As the thing descriptor of Living Lab (figure 8) describes, the first step for Alice is to perform a login request 

via HTTPS POST including a JSON in the body of the request with username and password. Alice should 

already have the credential in order to get the JWT token. There is no way to get new credential within the 

service (also reflected into the Thing Descriptor). Because the Living Lab environment is private and not 

accessible to everyone. The credential should be provided by UPM outside the service. 

After the login Alice gets a token that she will use in any request to: (a) get the properties of the Living Lab 

itself and (b) get the properties of each one of the devices (described in the section 3.3). 

After the authentication Alice is able to access to any device of the Smart House including the token in any 

requests for reading/writing the state of a device. 

 

Figure 9: Sequential diagram to get access to Living Lab devices 

 

3.3. REST-API specification 

The REST-API defines the protocol binding of the Web of Thing W3C standard [Annex A] over the HTTP 

/HTTPS protocol. This part of the standard Web of Thing is still incomplete as of December 2018. As 

contribution to the standard what we propose to use the REST best practices for this protocol binding. 

RESTful principles provide strategies to handle CRUD (Create Read Update Delete) actions on resources 

using HTTP methods mapped as follows: 

 



 GET /<devices> - Retrieves a list of devices  

 GET /<devices>/<id> - Retrieves a specific device 

 POST /<devices> - Creates a new device 

 PUT /<device>/<id> - Updates device #<id> 

 PATCH /<device>/<id> - Partially updates device #<id> 

 DELETE /<devices>/<id> - Deletes device #<id> 

Following these principles, we have built a REST-API interface in order to EXPOSE and CONSUME devices at 

Living Lab. 

3.3.1 OBTAIN the JWT token from the gateway for interacting with the devices 

This interface describes how to get the token in order to be authorized for interacting with the devices of 

the Living Lab.  

Request: 

POST /auth HTTP/1.1 

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

 "username":"demo", 

 "password":"plan4actLL" 

} 

 
Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

"token": 

"eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJzZXF1ZW5jZV9udW1iZXIiOjkyNjcxLCJpc3MiOiJldWdlbmlvIiwiZXhwIjoxNTQyMjgzMTI1LC

JpYXQiOjE1NDIyNzk4MjV9.GR-tGedw_AUQdt4t0ftAA2KV9Tkx9MUVfQJRUvOBcgk", 

"code": "200" 

} 

 

This Json Web Token has to be included in any further request following the Bearer authentication header3. 

3.3.1 FIND Living Lab devices 

Through the following request it is possible to get the device list of the living lab. Within the “forms” 

properties there is specified the “href” property to be added to the /things path in order to get the details 

of a single device (e. g. livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443/things/0 to get the details of the "door_Entrance"). 

Request: 

GET /things HTTP/1.1 

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: Bearer 

eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJzZXF1ZW5jZV9udW1iZXIiOjkyNjcxLCJpc3MiOiJldWdlbmlvIiwiZXhwIjoxNTQyMjgzMTI1LCJ

pYXQiOjE1NDIyNzk4MjV9.GR-tGedw_AUQdt4t0ftAA2KV9Tkx9MUVfQJRUvOBcgk 

                                                           
3 Json Web Token within Bearer Authentication Header, https://jwt.io/introduction/ , last access Nov. 2019. 

https://jwt.io/introduction/


Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "@context": ["http://iot.schema.org"], 

  "@type": ["Thing"], 

  "name": "Smart Home Living Lab Devices", 

  "properties": {"devices": [ 

      { 

        "type": "Thing", 

        "name": "door_Entrance", 

        "forms": [ 

          { 

            "http:methodName": "GET", 

            "href": "/0" 

          } 

        ] 

      }, 

      { 

        "type": "Thing", 

        "name": "lights_DiningRoom", 

        "forms": [ 

          { 

            "http:methodName": "GET", 

            "href": "/1" 

          } 

        ] 

      }, 

      { 

        "type": "Thing", 

        "name": "door_BathRoom", 

        "forms": [ 

          { 

            "http:methodName": "GET", 

            "href": "/2" 

          } 

        ] 

      }, 

      …, 

      …, 

      … 

    ] 

  }, 

  "security": [ 

    { 

      "authorizationUrl": "/auth", 

      "scheme": "bearer", 

      "format": "JWT" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

3.3.2 EXPOSE a Living Lab device 

The following request shows how to get the details of “Door_entrance” that has id 0 in this example. 

Request: 

GET /things/0 HTTP/1.1 

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: Bearer 

eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJzZXF1ZW5jZV9udW1iZXIiOjkyNjcxLCJpc3MiOiJldWdlbmlvIiwiZXhwIjoxNTQyMjgzMTI1LCJ

pYXQiOjE1NDIyNzk4MjV9.GR-tGedw_AUQdt4t0ftAA2KV9Tkx9MUVfQJRUvOBcgk 

 



Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "name": "door_Entrance", 

  "security": { 

    "authorizationUrl": "/auth", 

    "scheme": "bearer", 

    "format": "JWT" 

  }, 

  "href": "/0", 

  "@context": [ 

    "http://w3c.github.io/wot/w3c-wot-td-context.jsonld", 

    "http://w3c.github.io/wot/w3c-wot-common-context.jsonld", 

    "http://iot.schema.org" 

  ], 

  "@type": [ 

    "Thing", 

    "Door" 

  ], 

  "properties": { 

    "on": { 

      "link": [ 

        { 

          "mediaType": "application/json", 

          "href": "0/properties/on" 

        } 

      ], 

      "outputType": { 

        "type": "bool" 

      }, 

      "inputType": { 

        "type": "bool" 

      }, 

      "@type": [ 

        "Property", 

        "On/Off" 

      ], 

      "writable": true 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

Within the “properties” of the device  there is defined the “href” of the property “on” that describe the 

device state. How to get the device state is showed in the section 3.3.3.  

3.3.3 GET the state of a property of a device 

The following request shows how to get the state of the “Door_entrance” that has id 0 in this example.  

Request: 

GET /things/0/properties/on HTTP/1.1 

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: Bearer 

eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJzZXF1ZW5jZV9udW1iZXIiOjkyNjcxLCJpc3MiOiJldWdlbmlvIiwiZXhwIjoxNTQyMjgzMTI1LCJ

pYXQiOjE1NDIyNzk4MjV9.GR-tGedw_AUQdt4t0ftAA2KV9Tkx9MUVfQJRUvOBcgk 

 

 

 



Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "on": "true" 

} 

 

3.3.2 SET the state of a property of a device 

The following request shows how to set the new state of the “Door_entrance” that has id 0 in this example.  

Request: 

PUT /things/0/properties/on HTTP/1.1 

Host: livinglab.lst.tfo.upm.es:443 

Content-Type: application/json 

Authorization: Bearer 

eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJzZXF1ZW5jZV9udW1iZXIiOjkyNjcxLCJpc3MiOiJldWdlbmlvIiwiZXhwIjoxNTQyMjgzMTI1LCJ

pYXQiOjE1NDIyNzk4MjV9.GR-tGedw_AUQdt4t0ftAA2KV9Tkx9MUVfQJRUvOBcgk 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "on": "false" 

} 

Response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "on": "false" 

} 

 

  



4. Conclusion and Outlook 
In order to best match the new experiments performed by the monkey in collaboration between DPZ 

(WP1) and UPM (WP2) the Smart Cabinet has been defined in section 2. After its implementation it will be 

accessible within the Smart House Living Lab through the Living Lab gateway defined in section 3. The 

specification on how to discover this (and other) device(s) of the Smart House Living Lab are provided, as 

well as the specification of how to access or modify to the state of each device. 

This deliverable also described how the communication interfaces with the Smart House Living Lab and the 

rest of the world are accessible through a standard description of services and devices based on the 

incoming standards of W3C Web of Thing and JSON-LD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex A: Interoperability through W3C Web of Thing and JSON-LD 
The adoption of Internet of Things in a variety of fields (healthcare, smart homes, energy monitoring, 

transportation, smart cities, etc.) has led to the development of several end-to-end IoT platforms. 

Nowadays, we are seeing large companies attempting to promote proprietary ecosystems and not being 

particularly concerned about interoperability with other ecosystems (e. g. Microsoft Azure ioT4, AWS IoT5, 

IBM Watson IoT6 and Google Cloud IoT7). A separate challenge is that different communities often have 

different requirements, and this results in them defining and using different terms and semantics as it 

happens in FIWARE8, universAAL9, Sofia210, sensiNact11, IoTivity12 among others. Interoperability within 

Plan4Act will embrace the new incoming global standard Web of Things13 (WoT) promoted by the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that is one of most important authorities in internet standards (they have 

standardized HTML, CSS, JS among others). With this adoption we will follow a sustainable approach in 

order to make it easier for people to re-use existing ontologies (where practical) and to define context 

sensitive data mappings to bridge between communities when using a shared ontology is found to be 

impractical. The WoT already support the JSON-LD14 standard that is another breakthrough innovation. The 

support of JSON-LD data linking in WoT allows to Plan4Act to promote standardization of WoT over 

different domains of interest. Within the project we will address the smart home domains translating 

matching the universAAL device ontology15 with the standard SAREF ontology16 and vice versa into JSON-LD 

in order to define context sensitive data mappings to bridge between the two contexts as shown in figure 

10. 

 

Figure 10: JSON-LD contexts mapping 

Our proposal aims at providing the standardization of the services within the Smart House Living Lab 

through the W3C web of things description. The WoT Thing Description (TD) is structured data that adheres 

                                                           
4 Microsoft Azure IoT, https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/product-categories/iot/ , Last access Nov. 2018 
5 Amazon AWS IoT, https://aws.amazon.com/iot/ , Last access Nov. 2018 
6 IBM Watson IoT, https://www.ibm.com/internet-of-things , Last access Nov. 2018  
7 Google Cloud IoT, https://cloud.google.com/solutions/iot/ , Last access Nov. 2018 
8 Fiware platform, https://www.fiware.org/ , Last access Nov. 2018 
9 UniversAAL IoT, https://www.universaal.info/ , Last access Nov. 2018 
10 Sofia 2, http://sofia2.com/en , Last access Nov. 2018 
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to a formal model and closes the gap between Linked Data vocabularies and functional APIs of IoT systems. 

It can be seen as the "HTML for Things". A  Thing Description (TD) provides general metadata of a Thing as 

well as metadata about the interactions, data model, communication, and security mechanisms of a Thing. 

Usually, TDs make use of domain-specific metadata for which WoT provides explicit extension points. 

However, any domain-specific vocabulary is out-of-scope of the W3C standardization activity. 

The Thing Description (TD) is a central building block in the W3C Web of Things (WoT) and can be 

considered as the entry point of a Thing. The TD consists of: (a) semantic metadata for the Thing itself, (b) 

an Interaction Model based on WoT's properties, actions, and events paradigm, (c) a semantic schema to 

make data models machine-understandable, (d) a security schema for accessing the thing and (e) features 

for Web Linking to express relations among Things.  

The WoT Thing Description is built around a formal Interaction Model that can support multiple messaging 

paradigms (i.e., request-response, publish-subscribe, and message passing). The default Interaction 

Patterns are Property, Action, and Event. Properties are abstract data points that can be read and often 

written. Actions are abstract invokeable processes that may run for a certain time; yet they can also be 

abstract RPC-like interactions in general. Events are abstract interactions where the remote endpoint 

pushes data asynchronously. With these patters the WoT is be able to cover the network-facing APIs 

provided by most IoT Platforms.   

Thing Descriptions are serialized to JSON-LD by default. More serialization formats are planned in the 

future, in particular more concise formats for resource-constrained Things. For now, JSON-LD offers a good 

trade-off between machine-understandable semantics and usability for developers. 

Web technologies are widely popular and offer all the flexibility and features needed for the majority of 

future IoT applications. Just like the OSI layered architecture organizes the many protocols and standards of 

the Internet, the WoT architecture is an attempt to structure Web protocols and tools into a useful 

framework for connecting any device or object to the Web13
. 



 

Figure 11: Web of Thing layered architecture17 

The figure 11 shows Web of Thing layered architecture where the layer 1 (access) is responsible for turning 

any Thing into a Web Thing that can be interacted with using HTTP requests just like any other resource on 

the Web. The layer 2 (find) ensures that a Thing can not only be easily used by other HTTP clients but can 

also be findable and automatically usable by other WoT applications. The approach here is to enables 

searching for things through search engines and other web indexes. 

The Internet of Things will only blossom if Things have a way to securely share data across services. This is 

the responsibility of the layer 2 (share), which specifies how the data generated by Things can be shared in 

an efficient and secure manner over the web. At this level mechanisms like OAuth can be integrated to 

Things’ APIs. 

Finally, once Things are on the Web (layer 1) where they can be found by humans and machines (layer 2) 

and their resources can be shared securely with others (layer 3), it’s time to look at how to build large-

scale, meaningful applications for the Web of Things in the layer 4 (compose). In other words, we need to 

understand the integration of data and services from heterogeneous Things into innovative services and 

applications building new advances Things combining together the existing ones. 

 

 

                                                           
17 Dominique Guinard and Vlad Trifa. 2016. Building the Web of Things: With Examples in Node.Js and Raspberry Pi 
(1st ed.). Manning Publications Co., Greenwich, CT, USA. 
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